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INNISFAIL 
PRO RODEO 

BUCKING 
STOCK SALE

 2 YEAR OLD FUTURIT Y WITH $1,500 ADDED 

Kyle Daines at kyledaines@icloud.com or (403) 598-0311

INNISFAIL RODEO GROUNDS FUTURITY AT 2:00PM 
INNISFAIL AUCTION MART DINNER: 5:30 SALE: 6:30

FUTURITY CALVES   RODEO BULLS FEMALES PICK UP HORSES 
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Welcome to the 
Innisfail Pro Rodeo
Bucking Stock Sale

JUNE 9, 2015 
AUCTION STARTS AT 6:30 PM

HOW TO USE QR CODES
 

View these bulls in action via YouTube, on your smartphone or tab-
let. Just download the QReader from the App Store and scan the 

code. It’s a simple high tech way to watch these bulls buck!
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ABBI: 10170766       

 
10005505 HIGH 007 YIPPY HIGH YEA                10005505 HIGH 007 YIPPY HIGH YEA
10056459 I’M A GANGSTER        HIGH X 423 KRIME OF PASSION
1009709 HIGH X 23 BOO HO                  10005501 HIGH 027 PISTOL KAT

404 I’m A Gangster was a PBR Superstar and Pro Bull 
Stats Hall of Fame Bull. X423 Krime of Passion is a Yip-
py High Yea Daughter, and a full sister to Krime Spree, 
and a full brother current BFTS Short go bull and Bull 
of the Year Contender 850 I’m a Gangster Too. 

Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

Lot: 3    HIGH 43 INTERNATIONAL GANGSTER

# 43
Bull Calf

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 2    ASTEROID DAUGHTER

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 1   BUSHWACKER DAUGHTER
ABBI: 10161893    DOB: 04/01/2013

     10010628 Reindeer         100003247 PANHANDLE SLIM
          10058005 BUSHWACKER       10015995 K&KB
               10007793 MO 110   CORDELL BREEDING

This heifer is a direct daughter of Bushwacker and looks just like 
him she is fairly quiet she is athletic and is sure to raise great buck-
ers no matter how you breed her. The asteroid hfr is awsome and 
moves like a cat she has lots of personality if she dosnt raise a BFT 
short round bull I’ll eat my hat she will compliment anybody’s herd.

X 

# 782
Heifer

# 770
Heifer

ABBI: 10161875    DOB: 03/31/2013

     10063213 Cotton                 10000755 WHITEWATER SKOAL
      10090114 ASTEROID         10010856 GRC 770
  10072603 LIL MAMA                 10002906 MO 69

X 

X 
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ABBI: 10131459     DOB: 04/01/2013

Here’s a big young cow. Half sister to the great bull Good Vibrations 
of Kelly Armstrong then we crossed it with the legend Asteroid! 
There is a solid foundation under this pair. Here’s your chance to 
breed a future superstar female.

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 6  COW W/ ASTEROID GRAND DAUGHTER

ABBI: 10169383     DOB: 05/01/2013

You can tell where she got her name just by the way she looks and 
acts. This young heifer is made right big and strong. Her dad is on 
tour with Curtis Sawyer right look for 03 Buck Bomb he’s turning 
guys heads. Ask Zane Lambert PBR bull rider. There’s a lot of foun-
dation in this pair that’s very hard to get if you can Jimney Cricket 
and Quam’s bomb crossed with the famous Asteroid and lucky 
enough to get a bull calf. Buy this package and hold on you might 
have the one we all want.

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 5   COW W/ ASTEROID GRANDSON

ABBI: 10179907     DOB: 06/27/2014

Where do you start with this heifer 007 top and bottom I’m A 
Gangster, Chicken On A Chain, Gunslinger and Houndini some of 
the hottest blood lines in the PBR short rounds packed in this black 
Hfr. Let the fun begin!

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 4    CHICKEN DANCE 

# 40
Heifer  

V3
Cow/Calf Pair  

# 122
Cow/Calf Pair
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Lot: 6  COW W/ ASTEROID GRAND DAUGHTER
ABBI: 10118790     YOB: 2010

Very well build daughter of CFR standout, Hands Up (Jessie James X 
Garfield grandaughter). This cow, is out of 28 (Roll The Dice X Spike, Gar-
field’s grand dam), a mainstay of the Daines breeding program. She has a 
calf at side out of Elli Skori’s Big Carl (by Gun Smoke). 

Seller: Greg McWilliams 

Lot: 9   

ABBI: 10146555     Cry Baby X Lites Out cow

This little bull is by the great Canadian bull Cry Baby and out of a Lites 
Out cow. Lites out was a PBR finals short round bull. He placed at his first 
futurity even and has shown more potential as a rider bull. He looks like 
he will get rode a bit but also get high scores on. I cleaned up my heifers to 
this bull last year and also am not ready to let go of the full interest in this 
bull. He’s built right and is easy to handle. Look for this 
guy in the PBR Canada’s and pro rodeos in the near fu-
ture. His fees are paid for the only derby event in Canada. 
Selling half interest of this future super star. 

Seller: Rocking on TG Buckers

Lot: 8    PUMPED UP KICKS

ABBI: 10172238  
Cash Isnardy had 2 bulls out with a few cows in 2013. One of them was a 
bull called Fight Night that is registered and the other is a Whiskey Jack 
son that isn’t. I registered this calf to see if he would come back to Fight 
Night, which he did not, so his sire is the Whiskey Jack son. Cash brought 
this calf to my house and we bucked him as a weanling and he was awe-
some. I bucked him this spring and he was outstanding. I 
would like to see someone take this bull and go and win. 
He is EID tagged and ready to compete, don’t miss out 
on this calf, I had a tough time putting him in the sale.

Seller: Pozzobon Cattle Co.

Lot: 7    REZ RUNNER        

# 444 
Yearling Bull  

Z 46
3-Year-Old Bull

# 028
Cow
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 ABBI: Pending   Dam reference: 10117221  
Great opportunity– 2-year-old “open” coppertox daughter out of a 
Big Bucks granddaughter. Her dam is out of  a big bucks son and a 
scene of the crash daughter, two very impressive bulls a few years 
back in the PBR. She is one of only two Coppertox daughters I have 
ever sold.  Since I have owned Coppertox. His sons have been great 
for me and my oldest daughters from him are having there first 
calves now. Don’t miss this one. She is catty and put together nice 
she will raise you some great buckers.

Seller: Hy-Kik Ranch - Kendal McDonald

Lot: 12   

2-Year-Old Heifer

ABBI: 10169471 Fireshow of Pages X Showtime cow

This heifer is sired by Fireshow of Pages who is a son of Showtime. 
Fireshow is a PBR and NFR bull. Showtime is the sire to Margy Time 
and Long John, just to name a few! This cow is also a maternal sibling to 
Mudslinger. This heifer was super tired when I bucked her, I almost didn’t 
because she wore herself out in the chute. The Page’s and Kish don’t bother 
to buck their heifers. There’s enough proof in the blood-
line, as she goes back to Showtime on both sides. I had to 
pay a good dollar for her Dam. I am letting this heifer go 
only because her dam had another heifer calf this year.

Seller: Pozzobon Cattle Co.

Lot: 10  FIRESHOW OF PAGES BRE COW 

ABBI: 10144434     

She is a daughter to a Julio’s  Houdini son he uses as a herd sire and out of 
a Whitewater daughter. She is selling with these terms: She was exposed 
to Coppertox last year. Has yet to calve, if she has a heifer calf. She sells 
cow calf pair completely. If she has a bull calf, she sells completely but with 
only half interest on bull calf. Buyer and myself can arrange further details 
for the best interest in the calf after she has sold. I’m very easy to work 
with. Basically just wanting every Coppertox son to have my ranch brand 
on them. 

Seller: Hy-Kik Ranch - Kendal McDonald

Lot: 11     JULIO MORENA BRED COW

  
3-Year-Old Cow

# 442
Heifer
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Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

ABBI: 10170766  
Bull Calf 
Brand: 43

ABBI: 10177386          DOB: 04/14/2014

Here is a 432 Red Bull heifer that should get your attention. SR 
064`s dam is a 931 High Noon Cow. The 432 Red Bull x 931 High 
Noon combination is the same genetic cocktail that produced 281 
Red Mile and 081 Nearly Departed. Don`t let this one slip by! 

Seller: Shields Rodeo

Lot: 13  RED BULL BRED COW

ABBI: 10177400     DOB: 05/01/2014

SR 394 is a 432 Red Bull heifer out of a High 619 cow, a combina-
tion that is really showing a lot of promise in our young bulls, we 
have retained her full sister from 2013 in our herd and have decided 
to let this one go. She will make a great addition to anyone`s herd.

Seller: Shields Rodeo

Lot: 14  HIGH 619 BRED COW

ABBI : 10151180   Cow: DOB: 04/08/2012

Everything is working here! SR 132 is a High 619 cow. 619 (007 X Play-
boy Skoal) is the sire to 320 Grey Area, 080 Your So Vain, 330 Playmate 
Recertified and 180 Whiskey Throttle. At her side is a great little 432 Red 
Bull calf. 432 Red Bull (Bone Collector x Moreno Cow) is the sire to 281 
Red Mile, 081 Nearly Departed, and a crop of 3-year-olds that are starting 
to turn heads. This pair is a sure fire way to get a hold of our two most 
successful bloodlines in one little package.

Calf: SR 115  ABBI: Pending  DOB: 04/22/2015

Seller: Shields Rodeo

Lot: 15  HIGH 619 BRED COW

# 064
Heifer

# 394 
Heifer  

# 132  
Cow/Calf Pair 
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ABBI: 10164205    DOB: 04/01/2013

         10063213 Cotton                       10040918 TROUBADOUR
       10090114 ASTEROID           10125321 KA 001
    10072603 LIL MAMA                   10005332 KA-57

Here he is back in the ring two years later. We bought him as a baby 
calf off Sy Olson. We bred a handful of cows and heifers with him 
last year. Here’s your chance to buy a live breeding and let’s see what 
50 years of bucking bull breeding will bring to the table. Bred your 
best cow or heifer to Perkiest and let the fireworks happen.

Seller: Kyle Daines

Lot: 16    LIVE BREEDING TO PERKISET

ABBI: 10181109     

This great female has genetics top to bottom with names like Ta-
honta, Tahonta Back and Kid Rock on the cow side and being out 
of either a Skippy Fine Line son or a Double 007 son she has what 
it takes to be a producer like her mother. Her half brother placed at 
futurities for us and is on the truck to many rodeos he has lots of 

Seller: Wyatt Daines

Lot: 17    TAHONTA BRED HEIFER

ABBI:10151209    Half Sellership   
  
X402 in this genetic combination there’s no doubt wolfman is a 
stand out rare and very productive sire but it doesn’t stop there the 
-57 cow is a full sister to Garfield and a mainstay in Kelly Arm-
strongs very productive embryo program.

Seller: Sam and Skyler McBride

Lot: 18   CRYIN WOLF

# 309
Breeding

# 42
Heifer  

X402
3-Year-Old Bull  

X 
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Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

ABBI: 10170766  
Bull Calf 
Brand: 43

ABBI: 10177386                    YOB: 2010

This is a cow we purchased from Scott Accomazzo and his tremen-
dous Ace of Spades ET program. Sired by Page’s genetic superstar, 
Backlash, and out of an Up in Smoke dam. This female may very well 
be 30 generations deep in bucking bull genetics. Calf at side.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 19  BLACKLASH BRED COW

ABBI: 10116927     YOB: 2010

This is a cow we purchased from Scott Accomazzo from his tremen-
dous Ace of Spades breeding program. This Hollywood A-lister is 
sired by Ground Zero, who just happens to be a full brother to Night-
life and Wildlife, who are tremendous examples of what Monty Sam-
ford and his bucking bull wizardry can produce. Calf at side.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 20  GROUND ZERO BRED COW

ABBI : 10151180      YOB: 2008

Another tremendous female from another superior program. Sired 
by one of the most famous PBR Built Ford Tough event series bulls, 
Scene of the Crash, and out of a Houdini daughter, who may have 
single handedly revolutionized the bucking bull industry in one gen-
eration.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 21 SCENE OF THE CRASH BRED COW

#001
Cow

# 004
Cow

# 460  
 Cow
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Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

ABBI: 10170766  
Bull Calf 
Brand: 43

ABBI: 10125322            YOB: 2010

Having a female of this caliber in your herd, is like showing up in 
Vegas with your own stacked deck. Sired by Troubadour, and ABBI 
and PBR superstar, and out of Cow L2, the only cow we ever raised 
that produced three CFR bulls out of three different sires. You will 
not find stronger maternal genetics anywhere in the world.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 22  TROUBADOUR BRED COW

ABBI: 10126337     YOB: 2010

Here is another genetic superstar that will play second fiddle to no 
other female in the industry. Sired by PBR World Champion, Big 
Bucks, and out of a Rooster daughter. With her uncle being Panhan-
dle Slim, world champion genetics run deep in this cow’s family tree.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 23  BIG BUCKS BRED COW

ABBI: 10079182     YOB: 2008

This tall, good looking blonde comes by her uncandid swagger with 
just cause. Sired by industry leading, world champion, Yellow Jacket, 
and out of a Panhandle Slim daughter. She is a prime example of the 
best of the North crossing with the best of the South.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 24  YELLOW JACKET BRED COW

# 002
Cow

# 565
Cow  

#830  
Cow 
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Lot: 22  TROUBADOUR BRED COW
ABBI: 10088437            YOB: 2009

Once again, another top of the line offering from our extremely suc-
cessful embryo transplant program. The only female born out of this 
flush, is sired by world champion, Tahonta and out of -57, hands 
down the most celebrated female in our program.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 25  TAHONTA BRED COW

# 926
Cow

Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

ABBI: 10170766  
Bull Calf 
Brand: 43

ABBI: 10053288     YOB: 2007  
   
This fancy red head is a true eye catcher and a must have for any se-
rious breeder. Another ET progeny, she is sired by the industry lead-
er Houdini, and out the dam to the world champion, Tahonta. Her 
progeny is sure to make headlines read around the world.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 26  HOUDINI BRED COW

# 719 
Cow   

ABBI: 10166011            YOB: 2013

Let’s meet the next generation. Sired by South Fork, one of the rank-
est bulls to come out of Canada since Kodiak. This teen dream carries 
all the genetics one could ever ask for, such as, Pitchfork, Mudslinger, 
Yellow Jacket, Jungle James, Celebration, and Cryin’ Out Loud. She is 
a true genetic time bomb.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 27  SOUTH FORK BRED COW

# 334
Cow
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ABBI: 10166008     YOB: 2013

Page genetics anyone? Sired by Buffalo Chips, who is a Show Time 
son, and out of a Mudslinger daughter. This young, genetic superstar 
is sure to pack some punch in anyone’s breeding program.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 28  BUFFALO CHIPS BRED COW

# 331  
Cow 

Seller: Flying High Rodeo Co.

ABBI: 10170766  
Bull Calf 
Brand: 43

 ABBI: 10143849     YOB: 2012

This black brockle face show stopper is sure to impress even the most 
serious breeders. Sired by the Alex Naccarato superstar, A2 Rojo, and 
out of a Rapid Fire daughter, this young female possesses the best 
genetics that the west coast has to offer.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 29  A2 ROJO BRED COW

ABBI: 10143845     YOB: 2012

Another top of the line female from our ET program. Sired by World 
Champion Rapid Fire and out of the celebrated, 719 Houdini daugh-
ter. Like her parents, I’m sure this young lady will make her mark in 
the industry.

Seller: Big Chief/ Armstrong Bucking Bulls

Lot: 30   RAPID FIRE BRED

#208
Cow  

#204 
Cow
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These two D&H page breed heifrs will sell together the buyer can take pick or both heifers if he only takes 
one the other hfr will come back home and we will put back in our program both these heifers move like a cat 
extremely athletic and are out of our best cows they will benefit anybody’s program.

LOT: 34 # 412  
ABBI: 10177708  YOB: 2014

BIG CHIEF/ ARMSTRONG BUCKING BULLS
HEIFERS

LOT: 32  
ABBI: 10177689  YOB: 2014

These are the only Team Page heifers we will probably ever sell he is no longer in our care and retired in Texas 
and these heifers have the look and action to raise great bucking Bulls the buyer can take pick of the two or 
both at twice the money if they choose to take just one the other one will come home and stay in our program

LOT: 31 
ABBI: 10177690  YOB: 2014 

LOT: 33 # 404  
ABBI: 10177714 YOB: 2014
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Never before have we offered such an extensive list of semen for sale. By putting this semen to work in 
your breeding program, it’s like buying a combination to the lock it’s taken us 30 years to figure out. Ev-
ery one of these bulls has proven to either be an industry leading super sire, a genetic time bomb, or the 
next up and coming superstar, like Johnny Gaudreau is to the Flames.

Semen

LOT 39   2 straws 714 Skippy’s Fine Line (Walk On x Jim Jiminy)

LOT 40  2 straws 77 Skoal’s Yellow Jacket (Wrangler Rivet x Berger Breeding)

LOT 41  2 straws K9 Dog Face (Katich Breeding)

LOT 42  2 straws 54T Smoothie (Smooth Move x Backlash)

This is a pick one leave one opportunity. These are the only two embryo bulls we received out of this flush, 
and both were injured the first time we bucked them. We believe so much in the genetics that these two 
animals possess, we feel we need to retain one as a breeding bull, but in this lot we offer buyer’s choice of 
the two. Keep in mind only one is for sale. These two great bulls are sired by Don Kish’s legendary sire, 
Mr. Juicy, and out of the dam to Skippy’s Fine Line. Selling as breeding bull only.

ABBI:  10144826   YOB: 2012   White with Black Ears: 

BREEDING

  LOT: 35  # 251

ABBI: 10144827          YOB: 2012 Black and White Paint
 LOT:  36  # 252

ABBI: 10088437         YOB: 2012  Black White Face: 2012
 LOT: 38  # 294

ABBI: 10143855         YOB: 2012  Black Brockle Face
 LOT: 37  # 296

These young bulls possesses some of the most sought after genetics in the bucking bull industry over the last 
30 years. Sired by Wolfman and on the dam side, these bulls go back to either Roll The Dice (Ronnie Roach) 
and/or 58 Little Spike who is the dam to Garfield. Breed them or Buck them. 
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Contact: Tyler Thomson at (403) 651-5020

Lot:44   BIG MAC          2008 16 HH Palomino Gelding

This golden palominos with white mane and tail would make Roy 
Rogers jealous. Not only is he nice to look at but he is a class act to 
ride. He has been exposed to all aspects of ranch work. If you don’t 
need a ranch horse and you r looking for a hunting/mountain horse 
this is your guy. Was used extensively as a hunting horse and has no 
problem carrying an animal out of the bush. He has been used as a 
pick up horse and bull roping horse as well. The bright city lights, 
music and fireworks didn’t bother Big Mac. He has great ground 
manners and is just easy to haul and have around. 

2007 papered blue roan gelding. This horse is as good looking as they 
come. He has great ground manners and is easy to catch, clip and 
haul.  He has seen everything there is to see, from dragging calves on 
a sled during calving season to dragging calves to the fire at branding 
then Roping and treating in the pasture. He is your finished ranch 
horse. If that isn’t enuff he is a finished pick up horse that has been 
to hundreds of broncs. He is quiet and anyone can ride him, no buck 
bolt or spook. This horse can go in any direction you want and you 

Contact: Tyler Thomson at (403) 651-5020

Lot: 43  DB SHOCKIN SOCKS 2008 15.3 HH AQHA Blue Roan Gelding

PICKUP/ RANCH HORSES

2007 papered blue roan gelding. This horse is as good looking as 
they come. He has great ground manners and is easy to catch, clip 
and haul.  He has seen everything there is to see, from dragging 
calves on a sled during calving season to dragging calves to the 
fire at branding then Roping and treating in the pasture. He is 
your finished ranch horse. If that isn’t enuff he is a finished pick up 
horse that has been to hundreds of broncs. He is quiet and any-
one can ride him, no buck bolt or spook. This horse can go in any 
direction you want and you just don’t come by this type of horse 
every day. Don’t let this one slip by. If you have any questions, give 
Tyler a call. 

X 
 Quincy Bue Socks               SHOCK ME DANDY

Two Blue Socks       Shockin Diamond
    Damsel Jj Blue            TACKS FROST
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